Learning Revolutions: Creating Educational Environments for Empowerment and Inclusion

WISE@NY is organized as part of the Global Goals Week

WISE promotes and supports innovation in education globally through its year-long programs.

Meet this year’s cohorts:

- **WISE Awards**
  - Six laureates, leading innovation in education, will share their ideas in Grand Central at 9:45

- **WISE Accelerator**
  - Nine impact-driven Edtech initiatives will pitch their projects to renowned journalists in the Underground Station at 11:15

- **Learners’ Voice Program**
  - Learners will share their ideas on how to address refugee education challenges in Grand Central at 12:30

**Welcome to WISE@NY!**

One venue - multiple creative spaces - tightly knit with a single red thread, reflecting various interconnected learning environments and ecosystems.

WISE@NY is a meeting ground for those who are addressing major education challenges both inside and outside the classroom.

To help current and future generations reach their full potential, we need learning revolutions. The good news is that several learning revolutions are already underway. Be it empowering learners for future challenges or enabling inclusion, creative individuals and organizations are making substantial strides to reinvent access to education and quality of teaching and learning.

WISE@NY reflects our belief in the power of collaboration.

The day-long program is designed to empower participants with the resources to voice bold opinions, share solutions and learn from peers through a series of thought-provoking and collaborative sessions.

WISE@NY is part of the Global Goals Week, founded by the UN Foundation, Project Everyone and UNDP.

Browse through the Program to figure out your next steps.

For a seamless experience, download the WISE@NY app (available on App Store and Google Play). Use the app to plan your networking activities and to register for the Lab and Workshop sessions.

Follow the red ribbon and have an inspiring WISE@NY experience!

**App Details:**

- **Wifi network:** WISE NY and code: education
- **Download the WISE@NY app to have the program in your pocket, register to sessions (Labs, Workshops, School of the Future), access the Who’s Who and contact other participants, get your personalized agenda and access the speakers’ list and biographies, find practical information and logistics details.

#WISENY #Educationforall
LEARNERS’ VOICE LIGHTING PITCHES: TACKLING REFUGEE EDUCATION CHALLENGES
The purpose of this session is to get inspired by the energy of the world’s most passionate young people and spark off innovative ideas among the audience to tackle refugee education challenges through projects developed on the Leeners’ Voice Program.

ROADS TO REVOLUTIONS
In the spirit of collaboration and peer learning, engage in this fast-paced talk series from thought leaders who have flipped an education challenge into an opportunity, triggering a larger education revolution. The series will inspire participants to embark on their own revolution journeys.

TRUSTING NUMBERS: HOW RELIABLE IS DATA FOR EDUCATION?
Numbers are key to informing policy decisions and education priorities. However, are there any unexpected consequences of a data-driven approach for education? How can we improve our data collection practices to enhance education outcomes?

STEM FOR ALL: TACKLING BIASES, EXPANDING OPPORTUNITIES
How can we leverage the opportunities presented by the fourth industrial revolution to prepare learners for an uncertain future? How can we expand STEM education to broaden participation? How can we equip and empower those who are left behind? How can we create conducive environments for lifelong learning?
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